Paul Robinson, former president of Sandia National Laboratories in New Mexico, says that the agency has become wasteful and excessively risk-averse. "The morale over these [nuclearweapons] missions is now near zero because people are sick to death [of] following these silly bureaucratic rules," he says. A spokesperson at the NNSA declined to comment.
In December 2006, a task force convened by the Defense Science Board recommended a different approach for managing the nuclear-weapons complex: dissolving the NNSA in favour of an entirely new organization -the National Nuclear Weapons Agency -that would report directly to the president. Murdock says such an agency could pursue its nuclear-weapons mission while the labs receive separate science funding streams from the departments of defence, energy and homeland security.
Any changes are likely to face stiff bureaucratic resistance. After the Department of Energy was created in 1977 from the remains of the Atomic Energy Commission, the administration of Ronald Reagan in the 1980s tried and failed to shift the weapons complex to the defence department. Now, the incoming Energy Secretary, physicist Steven Chu, seems ready for the next showdown. On 22 January, Chu addressed all Department of Energy employees in a video transmission from Washington DC, and was asked what role he saw for the NNSA. "It's going to remain a part of the Department of Energy, how's that?" he replied.
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